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Abstract 
This essay provides a brief orientation to the public debate over the 
last forty years about the implications of the Christian worldview for 
environmental concern. It then explores the mature writings of John Wesley 
(and some of Charles Wesley's hymns), seeking to highlight those 
convictions that emphasize God's care for the whole creation and that call 
upon us to participate in this care. These Wesleyan convictions are 
developed in direct dialogue with the most common charges leveled against 
the Christian worldview as unsupportive or even detrimental to 
environmental concern. The article also highlights how Wesley sharpened 
his commitment to those biblical themes most supportive of concern for 
the whole creation through his dialogue with the science of his day. The 
importance of this Wesleyan precedent for our own engagement with 
environmental issues is noted in some closing reflections. 
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The publication of Silent Spring by Rachel Carson in 19621 is broadly 
used to mark the awakening of public concern in the United States about 
the growing impact of human population growth and technology upon 
the earth's environment. Carson highlighted how this impact was threatening 
extinction of some species and posed a threat to the future survival of 
humanity. This warning bell was followed five years later by an essay on 
"The Historical Roots of Our Ecological Crisis"z that would prove almost 
as influential. In this essay Lynn White Jr. argued that a major contributor 
to the high rate of detrimental impact upon the environment by Western 
societies (and the relative lack of concern about this impact) was the 
anthropocentric Christian worldview that had long dominated Western 
culture. 
In the forty-five years since Carson's wake-up call there has been growing 
public debate about the possibility and implications of a looming 
environmental crisis. This debate has been marked by predictable resistance, 
given the financial implications both of acknowledging culpability and of 
undertaking the changes in business practices and in personal lifestyle that 
would be necessary to reduce significantly our impact upon the environment. 
Some of the resistance came in the form of challenges to the scientific 
data and models used in assessing the potential of the threat. Others insisted 
that technological fixes for any damage being done would be developed, 
if we simply let the market run its course. While echoes of both of these 
strategies remain, the last few years have witnessed a solidifying consensus 
in Western societies that the harmful impact of human activity upon the 
environment is real, and that efforts to mitigate this impact and to restore 
some of the prior damage must become priorities in our political and 
economic agendas. 
Some of the lingering resistance to this increasing consensus is 
articulated in Christian terms, particularly in evangelical Protestant settings.3 
In general, however, the major Christian communities have taken a lead 
role over the last thirty years in stressing the need to address environmental 
issues.' Even in the evangelical arena a significant coalition has emerged 
that embraces the mission of protecting and healing the natural 
environment.5 Howard Snyder's essay in this issue stands within, and 
represents well, this broad Christian consensus. 
But this brings us back to the Lynn White essay. How are we to relate 
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current Christian environmental advocacy with his claim about the negative 
influence of the traditional Christian worldview? The flrst thing to say is 
that the present advocacy does not directly refute White's thesis. White, 
the son of a Presbyterian minister, was not issuing a blanket indictlnent of 
biblical teaching or Christian tradition.6 He was contending that a particular 
way of reading Genesis 1-3, prominent in the Latin-speaking Western 
church, had served to encourage the assumption that the rest of nature 
was to be valued solely in terms of its contribution to human flourishing-
and that humans should seek to control the rest of nature, extracting from 
it whatever they desired. When his essay turned from diagnosis to 
prescription, one of White's recommendations was for Western Christians 
to reclaim Saint Francis of Assisi's alternative sense of biblical teaching, 
which emphasized the kinship of humanity with the rest of nature. The 
growing support among Christian communities over the last few decades 
for addressing environmental issues has been fostered in part by precisely 
such attention to alternative voices within the Christian tradition.7 
This allowed, there were major weaknesses in White's analysis. Indeed, 
the most enduring contribution of the essay has been the extensive scholarly 
debate that it sparked. This debate has challenged or added signiflcant 
nuance to much of White's historical analysis of developments in medieval 
and early modern Western society.8 It has made clear that reading Genesis 
1-3 with an emphasis on human dominion over the rest of creation was 
uncommon before the seventeenth century, and used in ambivalent ways 
when it did become common (more on this later).9 It has spawned a wealth 
of exegetical studies, like that of Sandra Richter in this issue, that challenge 
the anthropocentric reading of Genesis 1-3 and sketch out the broader 
biblical teachings about God valuing the whole of creation. IO Finally, it 
has deepened awareness of the ambiguity of Christian tradition concerning 
the relationship of humanity to the natural world-acknowledging the 
spiritualizing tendencies that have encouraged neglect and disdain for the 
rest of creation, while increasing awareness of a counterbalancing strand 
running through the history of the church that celebrates God's presence 
in, with, and under the created order.l, 
A larger fruit of this focused debate over Lynn White's thesis is the 
growing number of constructive attempts to articulate the environmental 
implications of core Christian doctrines. 12 These studies suggest that the 
voices counterbalancing the spiritualizing tendencies in tradition were not 
idiosyncratic flgures; rather, they were insightful witnesses to central 
convictions of Christian life and mission. By implication, the current 
Christian emphasis on environmental issues should not be dismissed as 
mere pandering to contemporary culture. 
The present essay seeks to make this point with a focus on the Wesleyan 
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tradition. One of my goals is to place John Wesley among those who help 
counterbalance tendencies in Christian tradition to limit God's salvific 
concern merely to humanity (and even more narrowly, to human "souls" 
alone). While there is some ambiguity in Wesley on this point, emphasis on 
the holistic scope of God's salvific mission emerges clearly in his most 
mature writingsY My second goal is to show that this emphasis on God's 
care for the whole of creation-and our calling to participate in this care-
was not a tangential matter for Wesley; it grew out of some of his most 
central intellectual and theological convictions. 14 I pursue these joint goals 
through a survey of some of Wesley's relevant convictions. 
Creation Permeated with the Presence of God 
Perhaps the most helpful way to organize the convictions that 
undergirded Wesley's mature emphasis on holistic mission is as alternatives 
to the typical charges made against the compatibility of the Christian 
worldview with concern for the environment. The first specific charge that 
Lynn White laid against Christianity in his essay was that it encouraged the 
neglect or abuse of nature by following the Bible in denying that any natural 
objects other than humans are inspirited. IS White framed this charge in 
explicit contrast with pagan animism and the "pantheistic" religions of 
Asia, which he presented as inherently respectful of all natural objects. 
It was not long before scholars were pointing out instances of broad 
environmental neglect and damage in areas dominated by animistic and 
pantheistic worldviews, challenging the simplistic assumption of their 
superiority for encouraging humans to care for the natural world. 16 
Continuing study has led to recognition of significant support for 
environmental concern within most religious worldviews, while highlighting 
the ambiguous nature of the support in every case. 17 Support is not limited 
to worldviews that are pan-psychic or that consider nature to be divine. It 
is sufficient that nature be accepted as sacred-as inherently related to the 
Divine and as revelatory of the Divine's presence and activity. Where this 
is accepted, there are theological grounds for maintaining that all natural 
objects deserve respect and care. 
Acknowledging this point, it has become common more recently to 
connect the tendency in the Western world to neglect or abuse nature with 
the adoption in the early modern period of the scientific model of 
Descartes and Newton, which rendered matter totally inert and accounted 
for motion by imposed mechanical forces. IS For some this model led to 
the deistic conclusion that, while the "cosmic clock" was surely dependent 
upon God for its initial creation, it was not the scene of God's continuing 
presence and action. They concluded further that we are left to our own 
resources in dealing with the machine, free to tinker with it as we think best. 
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Wesley's awareness of such possible implications likely explains his 
hesitations about the mechanical model of nature. His general discomfort 
with Descartes is evidenced by Wesley's systematic deletion of references 
to Descartes from the original text (by Johann Buddeus) that provided the 
core of his Survry of the Wisdom of God in the Creation. Wesley's relationship 
to Newton was more ambiguous. 19 He accepted Newton's basic cosmology, 
but feared that his mechanical explanation of motion suggested deistic 
conclusions. To protect against this, Wesley verged at times on reducing 
the laws of nature to mere descriptions of God's regular direct causation in 
the material realm. This is expressed most pointedly in a passage in his 
Survry borrowed from Thomas Morgan:"But what are the general laws of 
nature? They are plainly the rules or principles, by with the Governor and 
Director of all things, has determined to act. Accordingly what we call 
mechanism, is indeed the free agency and continued energy of the author 
and director of nature. All the necessary motion of bodies therefore, and 
all the laws and forces whereby it is communicated and preserved, are the 
continued, regular will; choice and agency of the fIrst cause, and incessant 
mover and preserver of the universe."2o 
More typically, he adopted the model of God, as First Cause, working 
through uniform secondary causes. A good example is another reflection 
on the laws of nature (this time, drawn from Isaac Watts) that Wesley 
included in the Survry: 
Will you suppose that it derogates from the glory of divine 
providence to represent the great engine of this visible world as 
moving onward in its appointed course without the continual 
interposure of [God's] hand? It is granted, indeed, that his hand 
is ever active in preserving all the parts of matter in all their 
motions, according to these uniform laws; but I think it is rather 
derogatory to his infInite wisdom to imagine that he would not 
make the vegetable and animal, as well as the inanimate, world of 
such sort of workmanship as might regularly move onward in 
this manner for fIve or six thousand years, without putting a new 
hand to it ten thousand times every hour:21 
But Wesley was characteristically quick to offset any potential deistic 
connotations of this classical model. In the fIrst place, he refused to reduce 
God's providential activity to solely upholding the order of creation, 
insisting that God is also active on specifIc instances in ways that transcend 
such regular order (i.e., special providence, including miracles).22 More 
broadly, he sided with those who found Newton's model of inert matter in 
empty space unable to account for the motion in the universe, leading 
them to posit instead an all-pervading ether that served as the secondary 
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cause of all motion. Consider the opening of his introduction to The 
Desideratum: or Electricity made Plain and Simple: 
From a thousand experiments it appears that there is a fluid far 
more subtle than air, which is every where diffused through all 
space, which surrounds the earth and pervades every part of it. 
And such is the extreme fineness, velocity and expansiveness of 
this active principle that all other matter seems to be only the 
body, and this the soul of the universe. This we might term 
"elementary fire."23 
As this shows, Wesley shared their tendency to equate this ether with 
fire and (newly discovered) electricity-and even to hint that it was the 
primal form of the Spirit's energizing presence in the universe.24 
Whatever one makes of Wesley's claims scientifically, it is clear that he 
viewed nature as sacred-that is, as permeated by and revelatory of God's 
energizing presence. What he defended in apologetic debate, his brother 
Charles captured in hymnic praise: 
Author of every work divine, 
Who dost thro' both creations shine, 
The God of nature and of grace, 
Thy glorious steps in all we see, 
And wisdom attribute to thee, 
And power, and majesty, and praise. 
2 Thou didst thy mighty wings outspread, 
And brooding o'er the chaos, shed 
Thy life into the' impregn'd abyss, 
The vital principle infuse, 
And out of nothing's womb produce 
The earth and heaven, and all that is. 
3 That all-informing breath thou art 
Who dost continued life impart, 
And bidd'st the world persist to be: 
Garnish'd by thee yon azure sky, 
And all those beauteous orbs on high 
Depend in golden chains from thee. 
4 Thou dost create the earth anew, 
(Its Maker and Preserver too,) 
By thine almighty arm sustain; 
Nature perceives thy secret force, 
And still holds on her even course, 
And owns thy providential reign. 
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5 Thou art the Universal Soul, 
The plastic power that fills the whole, 
And governs earth, air, sea, and sky: 
The creatures all thy breath receive, 
And who by thy inspiring live, 
Without thy inspiration die.2s 
In their joint testimony the Wesley brothers hover at the very edge of 
pantheism, so strong is their desire to portray how God's active presence 
and power permeate the created order.26 
Humanity Embedded in the Chain of Being 
Ian McHarg, one of the sharpest critics of the compatibility of the 
Christian worldview with concern for the environment, takes us a step 
further in our consideration with his charge that "Christianity tends to 
assert outrageously the separateness and dominance of man over nature."27 
There are two issues intertwined in this charge. In this section I will consider 
the first suggestion that the traditional Christian worldview overly separates 
humanity from nature, thereby reducing nature to a mere "stage" for human 
life, with no inherent value. 
Anyone familiar with Genesis 1-2 will find it outrageous how easily 
McHarg and others attribute the sharp separation between humanity and 
nature to these texts. Both accounts place the creation of humanity within 
the larger creation of the universe, with one emphasizing that "humans" 
are made from "humus" (adam from adama)-the same stuff as the rest of 
creation. Neither suggests that humans popped into a ready-made stage 
from outside. That said, we must acknowledge that this suggestion does 
emerge at times in later Christian tradition. Its source is not Scripture but 
the Platonism embedded in the Greco-Roman setting of early Christianity. 
Strong appropriations of the Platonic suggestion that humans are pre-
existent souls who have been consigned temporarily to this transient world 
(as, for example, in Origen) have been rare in the history of the church. 
Appropriation of the more subtle neo-Platonic focus on the human being 
as a "microcosm" of the whole cosmos, with the accompanying assumption 
that redemption of the "microcosm" can substitute for redemption of 
the whole cosmos, was much more common. But there was a third influential 
stream of Greco-Roman culture that offered an alternative to such 
tendencies to separate humanity from creation: the mix of Aristotelian 
and neo-Platonic emphases that portrayed the cosmos as a "great chain of 
being."28 The central claim of this model was that the type of cosmos 
fitting for a Perfect Being to produce was one in which every conceivable 
niche was occupied by its appropriate type of being. 
In a major study Clarence Glacken has argued that the modern ecological 
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ideas of the unity of nature and the balance and harmony of nature trace 
their roots back to this model of the chain of being.29 Glacken identifies 
Cicero's On the Nature of the Gods, one of Wesley's favorite classical texts, 
as the most important ancient synthesis of the model. Turning toward the 
modern period, Glacken stresses the role of John Ray and Charles Bonnet 
in adapting the model to frame surveys of the burgeoning knowledge of 
the natural world. Both of these figures were deeply influential on Wesley. 
The title and content of his Survey of the Wisdom of God in Creation echo 
Ray's Wisdom of God manifested in Creation (1691), and he incorporated an 
extract on the chain of being from Bonnet's Contemplation of Nature (1764) 
into the Survey. 
A quote from his extract of Bonnet can begin to suggest the theological 
and practical implications of Wesley's embrace of the chain of being model. 
In response to the suggestion that it would be better if humans were angels, 
Bonnet counsels: 
Confess your error and acknowledge that every being is endued 
with a perfection suited to the ends of its creation. It would cease 
to answer that end the very moment it ceased to be what it is. By 
changing its nature it would change its place and that which it 
occupied in the universal hierarchy ought still to be the residence 
of a being resembling it, otherwise harmony would be destroyed. 
In the assemblage of all the orders of relative perfections consists 
the absolute perfection of this whole, concerning which God said 
"that it was good."30 
On these terms, there can be no ideal of humanity separate from the 
rest of nature! It would be a deprivation of all concerned, and a thwarting 
of God's creative will. Humans have a distinctive blend of qualities and a 
distinctive role, but our true home is within this interwoven chain. To put 
it in the language of Genesis, we belong in the garden. 
The Human Vocation of Modest (and Chastened) Stewardship 
If Wesley stands as a counter example to the first half of McHarg's 
indictment of the Christian worldview (that we unduly separate humanity 
from nature), what about the second half of the indictment-that we assert 
outrageously the dominance of humanity over the rest of nature. The 
description of the human role in the garden in Genesis 1 :28 is the typical 
text cited in making this charge. I have already pointed to resources that 
debunk the equation of "dominion" in the Genesis text with "domination" 
or mistreatment. The biblical language is of a caretaker who "guards and 
cultivates" the garden (Gen. 2:15). 
But for what purpose? Lynn White's most focused charge in his original 
essay was that, whatever the biblical text meant originally, it came to be 
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read in a way that justified humans valuing and using the rest of nature 
solely in terms of how it met our ends. Put sharply, "especially in its Western 
form, Christianity is the most anthropocentric religion the world has seen."31 
It is beyond our purposes to evaluate this comparative claim. What we 
must admit is that there were strong voices, beginning at least a century 
before Wesley, that invoked the biblical language of dominion to defend a 
strong anthropocentric valuation of nature. A relevant example is William 
Derham's insistence that "We can, if need be, ransack the whole globe, ... 
penetrate into the bowels of the earth, descend to the bottom of the deep, 
travel to the farthest regions of this world, to acquire wealth, to increase 
our knowledge, or even only to please our eye or fancy."32 
Wesley read Derham during his years as a student at Oxford, and includes 
extracts from Derham in the Survey. But he includes nothing, from Derham 
or elsewhere, that endorses this strong anthropocentric model of our 
relationship to nature. Part of the reason is that Wesley imbibed more 
deeply than Derham the convictions of the "chain of being" model of 
nature. While this model highlights (as ecologists would today) a range of 
ways that any particular species might contribute to the well-being of others 
above or below it in the chain, it also insists that every species has intrinsic 
value and a right to exist for its own purposes. John Ray, who was deeply 
shaped by this model, emphasized the relevant implication: "It is a generally 
received opinion that all this visible world was created for man, that man 
is the end of creation, as if there were no other end of any creature but 
some way or other to be serviceable to man .... Yet wise men nowadays 
think otherwise.'>33 While Ray went on to insist that, in this interdependent 
chain, all species are in some sense serviceable to humanity and we would 
frustrate the purposes of their creation if we did not make appropriate 
use of them, he modeled for Wesley a modest anthropocentrism.34 
Wesley appropriated this model in a way that moved beyond Ray 
through his distinctive emphasis regarding our role as "stewards." This 
emphasis is seen most clearly in his instructions on the use of money, where 
he criticizes any suggestion that resources put at our disposal are for us to 
use however we see fit. Wesley insists instead that everything belongs 
ultimately to God, that it is placed in our care to use as God directs, and 
that God directs us to use it for the benefit of others once our basic needs 
are met.35 Extending this principle to the rest of creation, the focus of 
Wesley's environmental ethic is better characterized as theocentric than 
anthropocentric. He portrayed the ideal relationship of humanity with 
creation (modeled by Adam in the Garden of Eden) as one of modest 
stewardship, where we devote our distinctive gifts to upholding God's 
intentions for the balance and flourishing of all creation.36 
Most in Wesley's day shared his assumption of the idyllic nature of the 
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original creation, with peace abounding between all creatures and humans 
possessing the knowledge to promote the thriving of the whole. They also 
shared the recognition that this was very unlike the world in which we live 
now, with "nature red in tooth and claw" (Tennyson) and humans largely 
at the mercy of the forces of nature. Differences emerged around the 
implications drawn from the present fallen condition for human interaction 
with the rest of nature. Many resigned themselves to the situation, as long 
as we are in the present world. Among the ones who believed that change 
was possible, the most significant distinction emerged between those (like 
Francis Bacon) who championed the mandate to reclaim the mastery over 
creation that was lost in the fall, and those (like Wesley) who pleaded for 
resuming the loving stewardship of creation that we abandoned in the fall. 37 
While the first two alternatives could acquiesce to (or even justify) the 
aggressive domination of other creatures by humans, Wesley is 
representative of the third alternative in his portrayal of such domination 
as the epitome of the fallen practices that must be set aside.38 Deeply aware 
of how much damage we have done, the stewardship that Wesley called 
for us to resume is not only modest but chastened. 
Soul and Body make a Human (and an Animal!) 
A quote from Ludwig Feuerbach can serve to sharpen focus on another 
element of most of the charges against the Christian worldview that have 
been considered so far: "Nature, the world, has no value, no interest for 
Christians. The Christian thinks only of himself and the salvation of his 
soul."39 While this indictment has an eschatological dimension (to which 
we will return), its implication is that Christians limit their concern and 
their ministry in the present to matters affecting "souls." Rhetorical excerpts 
that fit this stereotype surely exist. But the holistic emphases of Scripture 
call it into question. Continuing strands of these emphases can be traced 
through most of the Christian tradition. 
These holistic emphases emerge with increasing clarity in Wesley's 
writings and ministry. In his later years he repeatedly appealed to a saying 
from the early church: "The soul and the body make a man; the Spirit and 
discipline make a Christian."4o He was usually invoking this saying in 
support of the contribution of the sacraments and of bodily practices like 
works of mercy to nurturing the spiritual life. 41 But he also drew the parallel 
in connection with physical health, as evidenced in his exhortation of one 
of his assistants: "It will be a double blessing if you give yourself up to the 
Great Physician, that he may heal soul and body together. And 
unquestionably this is his design. He wants to give you ... both inward and 
outward health."42 If this is God's design, then for Wesley it was obvious 
that we should co-operate by doing all that we can to restore and preserve 
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our physical health. Our ministry to others should also address their needs 
for physical healing as well as for spiritual healing. 43 
While such holistic mission to other humans is admirable, what about 
the rest of creation? To answer this question, it is helpful to return to 
Bonnet's description (in Wesley's Survey) of the character of the chain of 
being: "There are no sudden changes in nature; all is gradual, and elegantly 
varied. There is no being which has not either above or beneath it some 
that resemble it in certain characters, and differ from it in others."44 This 
conviction led Bonnet to contest directly the influence of his countryman 
Descartes. In adopting a strict mind-body dualism and restricting mind to 
humans alone, Descartes essentially reduced all other animals to mere 
automatons-void of "soul" and even of real perception of pain or 
suffering. On this basis he argued that human use or abuse of other animals 
was not a matter of moral import. Bonnet was one of the strongest counter 
voices, reclaiming the biblical and Aristotelian notion that all animals have 
"soul" appropriate to their nature and that it is morally wrong when humans 
deprive animals of life, sustenance, or comfort for any purpose other than 
those intended within the order of creation.45 
Descartes was not the flrst to deny that animals had souls. This stance 
became a dominant strand in the Western church through the influence of 
Augustine.46 But there were alternative voices, and Wesley became aware 
of the debate during his Oxford schooling, devoting one of his Master's 
lectures to the question of whether animals have SOulS.47 While no copy of 
the lecture survives, he appears to have defended the biblical language of 
animals having ·'soul." He offered a guarded reafflrmation of this point in 
1775, shortly after encountering the writings of Charles Bonnet.48 A few 
years later he published in the Arminian Magazine an extended extract of 
John Hildrop's spirited defense of animal souls, which contested both 
Cartesians and such notables as John Locke.49 
Just as Wesley differed from Descartes on the constitution of animals, 
he differed on the moral import of our treatment of animals. 50 He placed 
in his Journal letters from correspondents decrying the evil of cruelty to 
animals and included in a sermon to parents a speciflc warning against 
letting children mistreat animals. 51 His instructions to his traveling preachers 
were even more specific: "Be merciful to your beast. Not only ride 
moderately, but see with your own eyes that your horse be rubbed, fed, 
and bedded."52 Clearly Wesley was not among those who believed that 
Christians should restrict their present moral concern to human "souls." 
All that God Loves, God will Redeem 
The response to Feuerbach's accusation needs to go a step further. There 
is a long strand of Christian teaching that balances anthropocentric 
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tendencies by calling for humane treatment of animals, suggesting that 
our eternal destiny as humans is at stake in such matters. 53 But through 
much of the church's history, most who raised such caution failed to include 
animals themselves (or the rest of creation) within God's ultimate salvific 
concern. Although Scripture speaks of God's goal as the "new heavens 
and earth" (i.e., transformation of everything in the universe), a variety of 
influences led Christians increasingly to assume that our final state is "heaven 
above." The latter was seen as a realm where human spirits dwelling in 
ethereal bodies join eternally with all other spiritual beings (no animals!) in 
continuous worship of the Ultimate Spiritual Being.54 By contrast, they 
assumed that the physical universe, which we abandon at death, would 
eventually be annihilated. It is this assumption which some critics point to 
as the deepest flaw in the Christian worldview for supporting broad and 
enduring environmental concern. If we believe that this world will be 
destroyed by fire, why try to preserve it?55 
It is particularly important to observe the development in Wesley's 
thought on this topic. He imbibed the spiritualized understanding of our 
final state in his upbringing, and through much of his ministry it was 
presented as obvious and unproblematic. A good example is the preface 
to his first volume of Sermons: 
I am a spirit come from God and returning to God; just hovering 
over the great gulf, till a few moments hence I am no more seen-
I drop into an unchangeable eternity! I want to know one thing, 
the way to heaven-how to land safe on that happy shore. God 
himself has condescended to teach the way: for this very end he 
came from heaven. 56 
However, in the last decade of his life Wesley began to reclaim the 
biblical imagery of God's cosmic renewal, shifting his focus from "heaven 
above" to the future new creation.57 After his tentative defense of animals 
having "souls" in 1775, he issued a bold affirmation of final salvation for 
animals in the 1781 sermon "The General Deliverance."5B While not without 
precedent, this sermon was unusual for its time and is often cited today as 
a pioneer effort at reaffirming the doctrine of animal salvation in the 
Western church.59 Broadening the scope even further, Wesley's 1785 sermon 
on "The New Creation" refused to limit God's ultimate redemptive 
purposes to sentient beings, insisting that the very elements of our present 
universe will be present in the new creation, though they will be dramatically 
improved over current conditions.60 
Some elements of Wesley's mature embrace of the cosmic scope of 
God's salvific mission deserve to be highlighted. First, the issue of theodicy 
was a significant prod in helping him reclaim this biblical theme. If not at 
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the time, Wesley certainly came to share the sentiments of his friend George 
Cheyne: 
It is utterly incredible that any creature ... should come into this 
state of being and suffering for no other purpose than we see 
them attain here .... There must be some infinitely beautiful, wise 
and good scene remaining for all sentient and intelligent beings, 
the discovery of which will ravish and astonish us one day.61 
Wesley's eventual description of this scene would likely have astonished 
even Cheyne! Wesley had long doubted the adequacy of a theodicy that 
justified God's goodness in permitting the possibility of the fall by 
contending that God would eventually restore things to their pre-fallen 
condition. In his view, a truly loving God would only permit the present 
evil in the world if an even better outcome might be achieved by allowing 
this possibility than without it. On these terms, he believed that God would 
not just restore the fallen creation to its original state, God would recreate 
it with greater capacities and blessings than it had at first. 62 Specifically, in 
"The General Deliverance" Wesley proposed that as compensation for 
the evil they experienced in this life God would move the various animals 
higher up the chain of being in the next life-granting them greater abilities, 
including perhaps even the ability to relate to God as humans do now!63 
While this proposal might seem to violate the most basic principle of 
the chain of being, Wesley was almost certainly borrowing it once again 
(this time, without reference) from Charles Bonnet.64 A few years later 
Wesley republished a translated tract of Bonnet that focused this proposal 
on human destiny, calling it "one of the most sensible tracts I have ever 
read." In this tract Bonnet proposes that humans too will move up the 
chain of being in the next life, having far greater powers than now.65 
Apparently Bonnet found no violation to the integrity of the chain of 
being if the entire chain shifted upward! The more important point, for 
our purposes, is that Wesley's interest in this novel suggestion was surely 
deepened by the apparent convergence in the science of his day with his 
renewed appreciation of a biblical theme. 
Wesley seems to have recognized an important theological convergence 
as well. He had long rejected the suggestion that God preemptively limited 
the gift of saving grace to only a portion of humanity (the "elect"), 
appealing to the biblical affirmation that God's "mercies are over all 
[God's] works" (ps. 145:9).66 In "The General Deliverance" he used the 
same verse to affirm God's saving concern for animals.67 He was likely not 
the first to sense the parallel between these two matters. As Alan Rudrum 
points out, the strongest opponents of the notion of animal salvation in 
seventeenth-century England were the staunch predestinarians.68 In striking 
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contrast, it was the mature Wesley's profound conviction that God's love 
extends to all that God has made, and that God will redeem all that God loves. 
Anticipating the New Creation 
Even if one accepts this cosmic scope for the eschaton, what is the 
implication of such a future hope for how we treat the broader creation 
now? Insight into this question can be gained from the sociological surveys 
aimed at testing Lynn White's thesis. As these surveys grew in 
sophistication-controlling for factors like age, gender, and education-
they increasingly falsified the thesis that Christian affiliation or affirmation 
of the biblical account of creation would serve as significant indicators 
for lowered commitment to environmental protection. 69 But one 
theological factor did emerge as significant: ascription to dispensational 
eschatology.7o This reflects the insistence of classic dispensationalism that 
things must become worse as we approach God's eschatological intervention, 
with its implication that those who try to slow or reverse this trend are 
working against the purposes of God.71 
This is not the place to critique dispensational eschatology. I would 
simply note that Wesley's mature thought moved toward postmillennialism, 
which cultivated the polar opposite expectation that the church, through 
the power of the Spirit, was able and expected to bring about a significant 
realization of God's reign in our fallen world.72 As such, he defended his 
speculation about God's future blessing of animals in "The General 
Deliverance" on the grounds that it might provide further encouragement 
for us to imitate now the God whose mercy is over all his works.73 We are 
not simply to long for God's final victory, we are to participate responsively 
in God's renewing work by anticipating this victory in our present actions. 
Avoiding abuse of animals, and helping prevent such abuse by others, is 
one dimension of how Wesley encouraged his followers to "anticipate the 
new creation." 
Reflection on Wesley's Precedent 
While other convictions could be added, those considered so far should 
be sufficient to give a sense of Wesley's counterbalance to the spiritualizing 
and anthropocentric tendencies that have made their way into Christian 
tradition. They also illustrate the dynamic interaction between his inherited 
convictions, his engagement with the science of his day, and his openness 
to hearing anew the witness of Scripture. 
This precedent serves well as a model for Wesley's current ecclesial 
descendants. We cannot simply turn to him for our environmental ethic. 
There is too much that he did not treat. More importantly, some of his 
assumptions, while reinforced by the science of his day, are not convincing. 
To cite one example, Wesley assumed that all animal species were originally 
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tame or domesticated (as in the Garden of Eden) and that wildness was a 
result of the fall. This helps explain the absence in his writings of any 
concern for preserving wilderness areas. In theory, it could support an 
agenda of domesticating all species. But this agenda runs directly counter 
to the consensus of most ecologists today. True faithfulness to Wesley 
would lead us to reconsider this assumption, in conversation with current 
science, and in dialogue with the whole of Scripture. 
Of course, even deeper faithfulness to Wesley would require most of 
us to put the general concern to care for the larger creation higher on our 
list of priorities! 
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